BB7 Training - Implementing Fire
Risk Management Systems

Have you formalised your fire risk management system or are
your systems haphazard and somewhat inconsistent throughout
your organisation?
Most non-domestic multi-fatality fires have management failings as
their root cause.
Fire risk is often governed more by the quality of management than
the level of fire protection.
A building with first rate fire precautions yet poor management, may
pose a greater risk than a building with limited fire precautions and
good management.
Management must be considered as of equal importance to fire
protection measures.

Outline of the day

Course title:

Implementing Fire Risk Management Systems

Location:

The Breeze
Kelvin Close
Birchwood
Warrington
WA3 7PB

Cost:

£140 plus Vat

Duration:

1 Day

Date:

19th November 2015

This course has 5 hours of CPD credit awarded from the Institute of
Fire Safety Managers (IFSM)
Aims
This interactive training day is designed to help delegates understand
the requirements of a structured fire risk management system. Thus
enabling delegates to develop a bespoke FRM system; utilising a
model which offers a structure but allows flexibility to fit in to all
organisations.
By the end of this course, participants will be able to:
•

•

•

10.00

Course Registration

10.15

Course outline - Delegate introduction, objectives
and administration.

Session 1:

Why implement a fire risk management system

Session 2:

Setting specific objectives

Session 3:

Writing a FRM policy to reflect objectives

Session 4:

Underpinning strategy

12.45 - 13.30

Lunch

Session 5:

Procedures

Session 6:

Risk assessment

Session 7:

Review and audit

Session 8:

Continual improvement

16.05

End of Day

There will be short breaks mid-morning and mid-afternoon.

recognise the importance of the Fire Safety Policy Statement, as
the “keystone” of the FRMS and of an indicator of management
commitment to:
o legislative compliance
o managing the risk of fire
o continual performance improvement
understand how the policy should be based upon fire risks
identified by the organisation and its influence on the system
controls
determine how the requirements of a fire risk management
specification are implemented and integrated into the everyday
operational controls of the organisation.

How to book
email bernadette@bbseven.com or for further information contact
Simon Ince on 07535 267363.
BB7
We are a specialist firm of consulting engineers, operating in the risk
and resilience niches of fire, security and continuity. We were the
pioneers of strategic fire risk management and are the principle
authors of PAS 7: 2013 – Fire Risk Management Systems
Specification and have therefore acquired an unrivalled insight into
the implementation of organisational risk management systems.
Tutors

Specific Aims:
Learning
•
•
•
•

Appreciating the principles of fire risk management
Recognising how an effective management system is developed
and managed for improvement
Setting realistic objectives and targets and how to monitor them
Responding to system indicators to improve performance

Outputs
•
•

Tom Gilbert - is the head of fire risk management at BB7 and has
extensive experience of implementing fire risk management in the
social housing sector.
Simon Ince - is head of business resilience and has in-depth
knowledge of audit methodology and quality assurance systems.
Clive Webster - is our senior fire consultant and has vast experience
of working in fire safety as an enforcer and across the diverse Crown
estates.

To be able to recognise how, where and when to
commence development of a FRMS
To identify key roles and responsibilities for your own FRMS

www.bbseven.com

